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Prefa c e
Hello! We are the Sixteenth board of Study
Association Industrial Design Lucid. After a year
of being in charge of the association, it is time to
pass on our tasks to the next board. This is on
the one hand really scary, but we have faith in our
successors. During this busy year full of activities
we managed to make it our own. As the ‘Bold Blue’
board we strived to give our members an amazing
year and weren’t afraid to do things differently and
in our own way.
As an association we are growing and with a
changing education system, the association needs
to adapt to that in order to function well. Besides
adapting to changes, we had a Lustrum year, which
included a lot of important and big scale activities,
which was really a challenge for us as such a small
association. Each birthday should be a bit cooler
than the previous one, thus pushing ourselves to
make it even bigger this year.
The year was a challenge, but seeing it all together
in one report made me realise how much work we
have done the past year. As a chairman I am proud
of what we achieved and in this report we will show
this to you!
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a few activities got more attention from certain
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P, B, M

TU/e
SAO

Sponsors
Design
Studios

Consultancies
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A ssociation
The students of the department Industrial Design are united in Study Association Lucid, a student-run association
that organises educational, career and leisure activities. Furthermore we often act as the connection between
students and the department of Industrial Design. As a study association we have close contact with both students
and staff. Lucid has a wide range of activities, such as workshops, design-cases, study-trips, parties and of course
the weekly drinks at the Lucid.Bar.
Our association has the goal to support students during their studies. Therefore we are in contact with both experts
in our department and the alumni of our study. Besides we collaborate with a wide range of companies to help
students with discovering career possibilities and building a network.

BMG
ACB
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PC = Program Committee

PC = Program Committee
DC = Department Council
DC = Department
DoE =Council
Director of Education
DoE
= Director
offor
Education
P,B,M
= Councils
P, B and M students
SAO
=
Student
P,B,M = Councils for P, BAdvisory
and M Organ
students
ACB
=
Advisory
Committee
Bachelor
SAO = Student Advisory Organ
BMG = Bachelor Monitor Group
ACB = Advisory Committee Bachelor
BMG = Bachelor Monitor Group

In this chapter we give an overview of all the committees we installed this year and the activities we did.
Furthermore we will have a few fun facts that represent our year.

Committees
EduCie

LJ

UNiD

NK

Lucid.Bar

TM

LAPD

TM
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EduCie stands for
Educational Committee.
As their name states, the
EduCie organizes several
educational activities
such as workshops,
(lunch) lectures, design
cases and excursions.

The UNiD is Lucid’s
official design magazine.
It is made by - and for
Lucid members. It covers
stories about the faculty,
companies, student
projects and more
design related stuff.

The Lucid.Bar is the
place for Industrial
Design students and
staff to gather, have a
drink, have a laugh and
most importantly relax
after a hard day of work.

An association without
parties is like cornflakes
without milk. Lucid’s
Awesome Party
Department arranges
minimal three parties
throughout the year and
an occasional pub-crawl.

Intro

NK

FYW

LJ

FYT

LJ

EYT

MP

In August the TU/e intro
is organized so new
students can get to
know each other, their
study and this city. This
committee makes sure
that this will be a week
will never be forgotten.

At the beginning of
the academic year this
committee organizes
a First Years Weekend.
Full of activities, laughter
and bonfires, so all new
students can get to know
each other better.

A First Years Trip to
facilitate them in their
discovery towards
becoming a designer.
Each year we explore
design internationally.
This year’s destination
was Barcelona.

An End of the Year Trip,
because the world offers
many interesting places
and people in the field of
design. Over the years
we visited many places,
this year’s trip will go to
the USA.

Conduct

MM

DDW

DP

Lustrum

MM

Difficult things

DP

In September 2016
Lucid’s very first edition
of the multidisciplinary
electronic festival took
place: Conduct. This
committee will make
sure the second edition
will be just as great.

Every year Lucid
organizes a new event or
exposition at the Dutch
Design Week. This year’s
committee is working
on a big network event
called: ‘ ID connect.’

Every five years we
have a special birthday.
This year’s committee
is accommodating in
celebrating our third
lustrum by organizing six
Lustrum activities and
making a Lustrum Book.

Today’s digital society
is full of difficult things.
This committee uses its
programming skills to
take care of all Lucid’s
difficult things in the field
of IT.

Year Movie

NK

Photo Pool

DP

FCC

LJ

Carreer days

NK

Every year Lucid tries
to make a visual
representation of the
year. This year the
activities will not be
immortalized in a
booklet, but in a movie.

The photo pool consists
of a number of dedicated
photographers who will
be present Lucid’s most
important activities
to make sure they are
captured.

The Financial control
committee makes sure
that the (half year)
results of Lucid and
the bar are thoroughly
checked before they are
reviewed by the GMM.

Wervingsdagen (career
days in English) is a
committee of all study
associations at the TU/e.
Every year they organize
skill sessions, the career
expo and interviewing
days.
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Activity over view
•
•

August
•
•

International intro day
Intro week

•

76th GMM: Change of
boards
E-Lucid Starterskits
Opening Academic Year
Constitional Drink
Committee Markets
Volunteer Drink
Conduct Festival
Oude Rechtbank BBQ
Case KVK

•
•
•
•
•

September
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bachelor Graduation
Ceremonies
Lustrum Ornament
Reveal
BHV Cursus
RVA meeting
DSM case
SG Lunch
First Years Weekend
77th GMM: Committees
Bachelor Graduation
Ceremonies
Educie: Design Ride
DDW case: Jongens van
de Tekeningen

•
•
•
•
•
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Master Graduation
Ceremonies
Educie: PIL
Board Evaluation
Presentation
Wervingsdagen
BHV Cursus
Flairtending workshop

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Konica Minolta
Hackaton
Master/Staff Drink
78th GMM: general
updates
Sinterklaas Event
IDebate: DDW
EduCie: Portfolio Lunch
Lecture
TU/e Lustrum gala
Committee Markets
Plotters
Demo Day Drink
UNiD Release

Dies Natalis
RVA meeting
Internship Event
Goodbye Miguel Drink
Candidate board
information lunch
After physics Lunch
LuciDebate DDW
Board Evaluation
After Calculus Resit
Drink
Start Candidate track

February
•
•

EduCie: HTML workshop
EduCie: Rotterdam City
Trip

Stukafest Drink
79th GMM: Five year
policy
Lustrum Party
EduCie: Portfolio Lunch
Lecture
LAPD #2
EduCie: Graphic Lunch
Lecture
Carnaval Cantus

March

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stukafest Drink
79th GMM: Five year
policy
Lustrum Party
EduCie: Portfolio Lunch
Lecture
LAPD #2
EduCie: Graphic Lunch
Lecture
Carnaval Cantus

June
•
•

•

November
•

•
•

December

October
•

GlowCafé
Master Information
Session
LAPD #1
Trainingsdagen
OBW
Lustrum Dinner
Wine and whiskey
tasting

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EOYT information lunch
Careerdays
Wervingsdagen
IOB
UNiD Release
EduCie: StudioTOur
80th GMM: general
updates
Tokendrink
Pizza Party
Accenture Pitch event

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lustrum Gala
Unilever Lunch Lecture
Committee Information
Lecture
Year Movie Reveal
83rd GMM: mini
Active member BBQ
Big Outside Drink
RVA meeting
Karaoke Drink

July

April
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UNiD Weekend
Friends of the bar Drink
EduCie: Photo workshop
Master Party
Dies Natalis TU/e
LAPD #3
EduCie: 3D print
workshop
Lustrum Hackaton
Matchingsday
First Years Trip
EduCie: City trip

•
•
•
•
•

84th GMM: Election
Staff BBQ
Last Drink
LAPD #4: Cheops+Lucid
Party
End of the year trip

May
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Language Cafe
TU/e Contest
Mindfulness event
EduCie: breman case
Lustrum Game
EduCie: Academic
Writing lunch lecture
Golf Clinic
Inhouseday Accenture
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266 new
Lucid
members

350 sold
coffee
mugs
LUCID SWEATER

7
Lustrum
events

40+ New
shop
items

4 LAPD
parties

9 GMM’s

28 Mar - 07 Apr
Order and fit now at the Lucid Shop!

2400
UNiDs
printed

92 Lucid
sweaters
sold
Study Association Industrial Design

www.lucid.cc
study association industrial design

167
committee
members

30.000
beers sold

6 own
initiatives

Fun
facts
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Board
As a board we described ourselves as ‘Bold Blue’. Bold Blue expresses that we were determined to reach our goals
and that we were not afraid of doing things in a slightly different way than before. Our focus was on serving the
association and especially its members to make it a fun year for everyone. We wanted to clarify that there was
room for all questions and wishes from our members.
In this chapter we will describe the biggest tasks of our functions, how we carried this out and how we believe it
could be carried out in the future.

Annual Report
Bold Blue

Own
interp ret a t io n
Having an overview of all current business that are
going on in and outside the association is something
that comes natural. I have done this before in different
projects and committees. Next to this I was also looking
for another challenge: work with external contacts as
a commissioner of professional relations. Keeping an
overview also means that I could not do everything
myself. This means letting things go. I just have to deal
with it when something goes wrong.
I was nervous about the representation part of being
chairman. I had to speak at public events and be the
‘mouth’ of the board. In the end I have grown in speaking
at public events such as General Members Meetings and
the graduation presentations. During the GMMs I had to
lead. This means that I have to present the opinion of the
entire board to the association. When the association
does not agree upon what we said, I have to react on
that. In a split second I have to consider what the opinion
of my fellow board members would be.
I also was the representative in the FSE (Federation
of Study associations Eindhoven) and learned to be

2016 - 2017
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a listener but also to make statements at the right
moment. During the meetings I had to represent Lucid.
Other associations have more experience in doing things
than we have, because we are only 15 years old. Asking
advice to others saved us a lot of time as a board.
With the combination of Chairman and Commissioner
of Professional Relations I had the overview of all the
internal and external communication flows. I could
sense really fast whether an external contact would fit
the association more for a sponsorship deal, or for an
educational activity. This was a strong point in my task
of being a Commissioner of Professional Relations.
Together with Tara I had to find the fit between the
company, Lucid and the students. For the three parties
we had to make an arrangement that suited everyone.
The values for each party needs to be taken into account,
does one of them not match, a deal cannot be made.
The conversations to make such deals with companies
where sometimes a little heated but in the end we had
the opportunity to find the right fit for everyone with
companies like Konica Minolta and Breman.

CHAIRMAN & PR

Marit
Proper
CHAIRMAN & COMMISSIONER OF PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS
The chairman is responsible for the unity within the board and has
to keep an eye on the policy of the board and the association. Next
to this the chairman has an overview of everything that is going
on within the association and the board. The Commissioner of
Professional Relations is the right hand of the Commissioner or
External Affairs in maintaining external contacts and making new
contacts with companies.
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Futu re
For the future I would say that a chairman needs to
keep an eye on the different events where the fellow
board members are working on. This year having a close
collaboration with external affairs made that easy for
that part, in the future a close line for the other functions
as well will help the chairman with maintaining this
overview. A next step is also that the chairman will keep
track of all the committees as well. It is easy to make
small communication mistakes if you have to rely on
someone else who is making overviews of all the 250
committee members, therefore the chairman should

make this overview. The next board will work on in a
system where this will be the case.
There need to be a clearer distinction of the difference
between the Extern and the PR. This to make sure that
there is a clear division of tasks and that there will
be worked more efficiently. Also bigger parts of the
sponsoring goal will already be in contracts for the next
year. This year we worked hard and had almost the half
of the sponsor goal of next year in sponsor contracts.
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Annual Report
Bold Blue

Own
interp ret a t io n
The official description of the secretary is
straightforward: keeping structure, being organised and
planning ahead; that’s not a problem for me, I do this
without thinking. Looking at the function bit more in
depth, I see the secretary function as a communicative
function as well since all the documentation is a
translation of ‘what is going on’ within the association to
the members.

SECRETARY

Naomi
Kool
SECRETARY
The Secretary has one main task being applied in two ways: being
able to keep an overview of the planning and structure within the
association as well as in the board itself. This is done through the
GMM minutes, board meeting minutes, calendar and newsletter.

But how do you make sure that the message reaches the
right people and its purpose? That was the question that
had driven me throughout the entire year. I looked at the
communication mediums that we use, being the posters
and TV in ID-café, the weekly newsletter, social media
and GMM minutes. I evaluated whether their current use
is in line with their purpose.
All of these communication tools have two sides. I
looked at both the creator and the user side. I changed
promotion templates so the creators, being committee
members for example, easily understand where to put
what information, and if the position of that information
is in line with how the users want to see the information.
For board promotion and documents I tried to literally
involve our members by taking for example the
‘newsletter’ photo of them or pick their best quote in
the GMM. I loved to hear them talking about seeing or
reading such documents and I think it is a good step
towards increasing the engagement of our members
with the association. It’s the members who are the

I realised that the secretary nature that I have helps
me in everything I do, but doing it on a greater scale,
it being the main focus of my tasks, doesn’t appeal
to me that much. Therefore I focussed mainly on the
communication side of the function and set it up in such
a way that the next board can easily use and improve
that. I had no intention to make fixed decisions, on the
contrary, I am here for the foundation, to pioneer, and to
give the next board a take off base to never return to.
But what could be improved? What is the foundation and
what makes it so important for the association? Take the
planning of the activities for example. The curriculum of
the Industrial Design students is becoming stricter and
stricter thus making it difficult for the secretary to plan
everything in such a way that there are no collisions with
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association and I believed that representing them would
help in their interest in the more ‘serious’ part of Lucid.
With all my restyles and updates comes trial and error.
Through all these processes I learned that I may be
responsible for the communication in the end, but a
restyle of those don’t have to be done by just myself. I
experimented with the templates and documents, talked
with Lucid members and my fellow board members,
started a work group to create an entire Lucid branding
and even took a leap and combined all the work to
create a website. I really enjoyed doing that because
communication in Lucid is fast and Industrial Design
students are keen to give feedback, which helped to
make changes quickly and get bit better every time.
At some point during the year I did doubt my position
within the board, ‘am I fulfilling my role as a secretary
correctly?’. I was working on many communication
documents, but not that much on the content. I felt that
the structure and planning that I do naturally was really
well applied to the branding projects that I was working
on, but were lacking for the entire association. I am
grateful for my fellow board members who managed
to fill in those gaps because it suited them fine, but the
challenge of maintaining the structure and planning of
the association itself is one I believe should definitely be
taken next year as it wasn’t my main focus.

Futu re
bachelor courses, electives and deadlines of all the study
years. Timing of certain activities is crucial as a portfolio
workshop wouldn’t be interesting to give past the
deadlines of the portfolio. Another part of the planning
are the committees and the GMM’s. Both the board and
committees should be up to date about the deadlines to
present their plans, budgets and results. But, that’s just
one little example of the many things that are known, but
have never been written down, talked about, discussed
and evaluated. This year I took the communication part
on me and I believe that my successor will be more than
sufficient to challenge the other part, being the structure
and planning of the association. These parts together
will help to flourish the secretary function in all its facets
and will create stability and creativity in the association!
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Annual Report
Bold Blue

Own
interp ret a t io n
For me, doing a board year was above all an exercise
to see how I could help this association become more.
How can I make things easier, for the board, for the
committees, for the members? I want to help people
do cool stuff, whatever that may be. As our association
grew, the bureaucracy also grew. Some of it are much
needed checks and balances, but a lot of it is just
dysfunctional and antiquated ways of doing things,
accumulated over the years.
That’s why I became the treasurer. I don’t care really
for bookkeeping. Instead, I love digging into processes,
trying to find out what the pain points are in these
processes for the people who use them. For example,
many committee treasurers do not know how a budget
works. By doing a treasurer training with them, teaching
them how to work with declarations and why we sent
every budget to the GMM, I help them, their committee
and the activity they are trying to do. I help them set up a
better workshop, a bigger festival, that’s what I am doing
it for.

2016 - 2017
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I tackled more nagging problems this year. We have
traditionally had to put a lot of effort in making sure that
our invoices we send actually get paid. Now, we have a
new platform for invoices, so I can see instantly what
has been paid and what has not. It saves an incredible
amount of time and stress. I worked to make a new place
where all committee files live without storage limits,
so committees can always see what the groups before
them have done and researched already. Together with
the Difficult Things Committee, I created Winston for the
knowledge transfer of boards and committees. You can
read more about that in further in this report.
Computers and software are my tools. I am a geek, who
tried to use these tools to the best of my ability. I used
them to tackle the problems this association has, but
they are not my goal. I learned time after time again, this
year that I do this for the people.
These wonderful, crazy, interesting people.

TREASURER

Derek van
der Ploeg
TREASURER
The treasurer is the primary responsible for the financial operations
of the association. Through bookkeeping, working with committee
treasurers and thoughtful balancing of different needs, the
treasurer makes sure that the association is healthy and we can do
what we want to do.
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Futu re
I have done what I can to push this association forward,
but that does not mean that the work is done. I have
tackled the invoices for examples, that will definitely
work for the coming few years. But the declarations, the
communication with other treasurers, our bookkeeping
in general, these are all subjects that definitely need a
lot more work. I think it is also time to call in an expert,
someone who is much more knowledgeable about
the financial subjects that we are dealing with. The
next treasurer is going to be integral in translating the
feedback from that expert into actual changes for the
association.

I feel that I have been able to instill a critical sense in
the association, that finance is not this bureaucratic
beast that cannot be changed, but an integral part of
the association that has to be constantly assessed and
adjusted to the needs of the association. I am really
happy that the people who are gearing up to take over
next year are picking this up and adding their own twist
to what has been started. I wish them the best of luck; it
may not be easy, but it is going to be very much worth it.
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Annual Report
Bold Blue

Own
interp ret a t io n
Personally I think I am more than just a commissioner
of Education. I have been involved with Education for
a while now. Designing for Education is intertwined
with my vision, I did two projects on Education, I
decided to have a study delay in my B3.1 so I could
get a second degree qualification to teach, I have been
part of the Program Committee last year and I even
studied “onderwijskunde” at the University in Utrecht
for six months. Being the Commissioner of Education
is a wonderful cherry on this big educational pie and a
tremendous learning activity.
In the past years our faculty has made some major
changes, where my two predecessors aimed at
preventing and minimizing these changes, I saw a
challenge in thinking along. In my opinion our new
curriculum brings as much opportunities as challenges.
However I do believe that quite some mistakes have
been made in communicating these changes and
providing transitional arrangements for our students.
Therefore the focus for my advices of this year was
improving communication and smoothing procedures.
Throughout the year I have tried to empathize this in
both the Program Committee (PC) and the Department
Council (DC). Furthermore I stressed its importance in
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bi-weekly meetings with the director of Education (who
changed halfway from Miguel to Stephan) and Migchiel
van Diggelen (who is responsible for quality assurance
within our faculty).
But being a commissioner of Education reaches outside
the boundaries of our faculty. I have been part of the
Bachelor Monitor Group (a monthly meeting with the
dean of Bachelor College), the Master Monitor Group (a
similar but less frequent meeting with the dean of the
Graduate School), the Advisory Committee Bachelors (a
monthly TU wide equivalent for a program committee)
and the Students Advice Organ (a monthly meeting with
the Dean and the director of STU/ ESA). In all those
meetings it was my job to represent all ID students.
Therefore a good feedback loop within the faculty is of
vital importance. Inspired by my predecessor I hosted
monthly council meetings for P (first-years bachelor),
B (second and third years bachelor) and M (all master)
students. Hereby I was able to get grip on many student
perspectives and gained a lot of useful feedback on our
education. Furthermore I created a poster to show these
councils and gain input from other students via post-its,
however this concept can still be improved.

EDUCATION

Lianne
de Jong
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
As commissioner of Education I am the bridge between students
and Faculty/ University. It is my job to be informed on both rules
and procedures, as on educational issues among members. I
advice in the solution to these issues, as I maintain close contact
with both faculty and university.
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Futu re
In the future my current role should be continued and
optimized to communicate feedback from students
to faculty. However the focus should be on improving
the process of gaining feedback and communicating
to students. At this moment the named poster is our
only initiative for student participation on educational
matters, this should be elaborated.
Next year the named councils will have to be
restructured, because the councils are from the faculty
it should not be my sole responsibility. Currently I am
negotiating for a student assistant on quality assurance.
Next year the councils should be co-hosted by this

student assistant and my successor, by being “council
coordinators”. Furthermore these coordinators will
initiate a bi-annual “Member Involvement in Education
Meeting” (MIEM). Which is open for everyone and will
give us the opportunity to inform members of upcoming
events in decision-making, such as the approval of the
OER, curriculum changes and DC elections. On the other
hand this MIEM gives students a chance to share their
opinion on educational matters. Finally an educational
newsletter, for which members can subscribe, should be
introduced. This newsletter can be sent every quartile
and provide information in addition to or in preparation
for the MIEM.
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Own
interp ret a t io n
Traditionally the task of Commissioner of Internal Affairs
is a relatively small one and doesn’t require you to spend
a lot of time on executive tasks. The function does
however carry one important responsibility: maintaining
unity within the association and its committees. You’re
the go-to person when things do not run as smoothly as
they are supposed to do. Naturally I am a very practically
set person. I believe that this year, my practical
mindset helped out in these situations. Too often do
unnecessarily long discussions lead to no result. The
ability to make decisions does in such cases often lead
to higher productivity.
The Commissioner of Internal Affairs is often seen as
an all-rounder. You step up when someone within your
board has trouble completing his or her tasks. This might
seem annoying but I believe it really fits the way I work.
It adds diversity to your day and the feeling of your help
being valued is something I really appreciate.

2016 - 2017
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require a lot of time it was the perfect opportunity
to take on another challenge: Lucid’s third Lustrum.
As the Commissioner of Lustrum I had one vision:
Think big. I advised all of my committee members to
follow this dream. I believe we have to stop thinking in
complications and start thinking in opportunities. Lucid
is becoming more and more financially secure. It is time
to, as an association, take (calculated) risks and aim
higher than we used to do to show what we are really
capable of. I think this vision has contributed to the
enormous visitor count we had this year.
Fortunately, my task as a Vice-Chairman was only
needed once this year. Due to personal circumstances
our Chairman was not able to chair the general members
meeting and I had to take over. Luckily the rest of the
board really helped me out planning the GMM and we
managed to make it the shortest one ever, something to
be proud of.

Since being a Commissioner of Internal Affairs doesn’t

INTERN

Mitchell
Multem
COMMISSIONER OF INTERNAL AFFAIRS, VICE-CHAIRMAN AND
LUSTRUM
This year I fulfilled three functions: Commissioner of Internal
Affairs, Commissioner of Lustrum and Vice-Chairman. The
Commissioner of Internal Affairs is the final responsible for
all activities and committees within Lucid. The Commissioner
of Lustrum is responsible for the Lustrum. The Vice-Chairman
replaces the Chairman when he or she is not able to execute his or
her task.
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Futu re
As a board you are constantly trying to improve Lucid.
I had heard about the ‘flaws’ of the function of Internal
Affairs before starting my board year but it took this year
to realise what actually is wrong with the function and
how to improve upon this.
After hours of discussing, reflecting and internal
debating we decided that it is no longer in the best
interest for Lucid to continue the task of Commissioner
of Internal Affairs in its current form. To improve the
board’s productivity next year the Chairman will take over
the executive tasks of the current commissioner of the
internal affairs. A new function called ‘Commissioner of
Events and Facilities’, which you can read about more in

the chapter Accomplishments,  will fill up the gap that
arises.
This new Commissioner will take upon responsibility
over the movement to Atlas, which you can read more
about in the chapter Accomplishments. Something that
definitely needs our attention since it might change
the way we are used to working at Industrial Design
completely. We are going to have to adapt to a new style
of working. Flexible workspaces are going to influence
the Industrial Design mentality completely and we have
to make sure students feel comfortable during the
transition.
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Own
interp ret a t io n
As a commissioner of External affairs I was responsible
for reaching the sponsor goal of Lucid and making a
reservation for the next board. As the previous board
was able to overachieve their goal to fifteen thousand
euros, we set out to at least equal their result. My goal
was to break through the image that we are just a
small association that shouldn’t take any risks. I think
we achieved this by reaching the sponsor goal again
twice in a row. Lucid is growing and is becoming more
professional. More often companies approached Lucid
instead of the other way around. For me it was important
to respond as correctly as possible. I also focused on
maintaining the existing contacts my predecessor set up
last year and set up the activities that were still ongoing.

EXTERN

Tara
Mengelers
COMMISSIONER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
During our board year I was responsible for the financial income
of Lucid as Commissioner of External affairs. It was my duty
to organize career oriented activities for the Industrial Design
students. Within our board, I was the one who was always happy
and enthusiastic.
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My main job was to find sponsors for Lucid; getting
in contact with new external parties and maintaining
existing contacts and try to set up an collaboration.
The function really fitted me since I already easy
approach people and talk to strangers. Additionally, I
like to work close with people and facilitate them with
interesting activities. For me it was important to offer
our students career-oriented activities to support their
professional growth. I really enjoyed the opportunity
I’ve got through my function to get an insight at many
different companies. For example, to see the difference
in hierarchy and organization in a smaller design
company and a big multinational. I worked closely
together with our Chairman and Commissioner of
Public Relations Marit Proper who supported me in the
negotiations and meetings with external parties. During
the year we became a perfectly attuned team. I think we

As a commissioner of External Affairs you spend most
of your time facilitating career oriented activities for
Lucid members. Within this function it is important to
raise more awareness among Industrial Design students
about how important starting early with your career is. I
think for next year there should be paid more attention
on creating this realization. It is also important to keep
good relationships with the other association, because
of the plans made together with all the commissioners
of External Affairs of all other study associations to
collaborate and organize four big events for all students
of the TU/e with a big company, for which we can get an
huge amount of money. Organizing external activities
together can broaden the perspective and brings great

2016 - 2017
svid Lucid

both have grown a lot in our professional attitude and
communication skills.
One remarkable thing we noticed was that companies
didn’t knew Industrial Design or what we do. I heard a lot
that we made chairs and tables. To make them aware
of the qualities of an Industrial Designer and convince
them they need Industrial Designers in their company.
This was something that drives me and keeps me
motivated. Negotiate together and close the deal with a
company gave me a thrill.
Next to organizing career oriented activities with
companies, I was also the one who supported committee
members who were responsible for the acquisition within
their committee. I gave them an personal acquisition
course and helped them if there were problems. I figured
that it was very important to keep a clear overview of
which committee can contact which external party.
During this year, the third Lustrum of Lucid was a clear
activity that required a lot of work from me. Since this big
event also had a big sponsor goal, we gave a lot of our
sponsor contacts to the Lustrum Committee.
My function as External affairs also comes in very
handy within the management of the Lucid.Bar of which
I was the board responsible. Since our contract with
the brewery is ending next year and we are moving to
Atlas, I negotiated with different breweries about their
propositions and what they can offer us with a view on
the new bar in the Atlas building. We narrowed it down to
two options, so the next board can build up on these two.

Futu re

opportunities to offer the companies. We tried this
within our board year with three other associations by
organizing a big lunch lecture with Unilever. This could
be build out much more coming years. Next to this it is
important that we keep on maintaining the contacts of
this year and previous year. Close the deal again and
also focus on long term contracts. Gradually Lucid is
growing to that main sponsor. If we have this financial
security, it would be very interesting to look into a
structure where we all are working on the common
sponsor goal and each committee will therefore be
provided with enough money. Each separate committee
doesn’t have to raise their own sponsor money anymore.
In this way Lucid can assure continuity in activities.
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Ch a p te r 3

5 Year Polic y
To ensure continuity and control the growth of the association a five year policy was installed. We were the first
board to ever work with a five year policy. Even though a five year policy provides you with something to fall
back on when you’re in doubt, it also forces you, as a board, to work in a certain direction, which you have not
necessarily chosen. To give ourselves some guidance in what directions to choose we wrote an appendix to the
five year policy. In this appendix we have written our view on the goals in the five year policy and in what ways we
want to tackle these goals throughout the year. Since the five year policy is considered to be a dynamic document
it also offered us the chance to write our own additions to the goals stated in the five year policy.
In this chapter we will review the goals and how we, as a board, tackled them throughout the year. Continuously will
give our view on these goals could be taken further in the future.
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GOAL 1

Board transfer and continuity
To guarantee the continuity of the association it is important that the knowledge of the association is maintained in a
way that is immediately applicable for another association year. In the end these needs will lead to the possibility to
have bigger or better activities, an easy course of events and together it has to improve the growth of the association
as a whole. To achieve this, a good transfer of knowledge is needed as well as a written policy with clearly stated rules.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Management trainings
for future boars

Interactive website for
knowledge transfer

We, the 17th Board of Study association of
Industrial Design Lucid, had to organize a board
training for the upcoming board in September
2017. Because other study associations of the
FSE already do such trainings, we consulted them.
They advised the board trainings of the STU.
However, at that point the company Fresh Forces
contacted us. They wanted to host an interactive
lunch lecture at Lucid. Normally, Lucid organizes
lectures only in return for sponsor money, but we
figured out that Fresh Forces also offers board
trainings. We have been able to make a deal with
them. Fresh Forces can host the lecture at Lucid
and in return they offer Lucid the board training.

To improve the amount of information a new
board can fall back on, we have created a new
website that serves as an encyclopedia for
board members, both current and old. Under our
guidance, the Difficult Things committee made
this website, called Winston.

For upcoming year the board training is covered.
For the future it is important to evaluate this
training and perhaps also try the training of the
STU. Also, there could be looked at a more function
specific training which should extend the training
established by the councils of predecessors. Fresh
Forces could be an interesting company for these
trainings, because they have a broad spectrum of
trainings such as an acquisition course.

We have started on filling the website with
content, focusing primarily on what the coming
board is going to need the most. Although the
website was functional later than intended, it
is now fully running. In the coming weeks, older
board members will invited to the website to help
write down information.

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 3

Committee
starterkit
To be able to get people started in their committees
and to answer frequently asked questions we
planned on making a committee starters kit. As
a base we used the knowledge transfer document
created by the fifteenth board and the existing
committee document.
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We tried to create a committee folder with a new
version of both documents and all templates
needed for committees (agendas, minutes,
budgets, results etc.). Especially for promotion
many guidelines were created (see 5.3 branding
and website). However we realized that each
committee (and board-responsible) has their own
way of working which makes one kit for every
committee almost impossible.

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 4

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 5

Committee flowchart

Workshops for
committee members

In order to get people more familiar with lucid’s
committees and what they have to offer we
decided upon creating a committee flowchart.
This flowchart would give people a quick overview
of which committees would be initiated the
upcoming year and what you can learn from them.
However, filling up your committees through the
committee markets is one of the first things you
do in your board year and we weren’t able to finish
a proper flowchart in time for the markets. To still
get people excited about our committees we went
on a more personal route through flyering. We
also tried bringing as much of the past committee
members to join the committee markets as
possible to tell about their personal experience
within a committee and what they gained from it.
In order to smoothen this process in the future
we did a committee information session in June
to fathom interest in some of Lucid’s biggest
committees. We will also work on a revised
committee document during the summer of 2017,
so future boards can find their way around setting
up committees more easily at the start of the year.

It is important that students with a lack of
experience in for example the field of finances or
acquisition get a workshop/training so they know
what they have to do and what is expected from
them. We executed this for committee members
with the function treasurer and external relations.
For the finances, a training was given twice by
the Treasurer of Lucid with all the committee
treasurers together. In the end the Treasurer also
gave individual trainings, since this was easier.
For the acquisition, the commissioner of External
Affairs of Lucid gave an personal training at every
committee member with the function external
relations. She also planned meetings with them to
help them out with acquisition problems.
It is important to maintain these trainings to
ensure everyone of Lucid is on the same page in
regards to procedures and expectations. For next
year, more contact points between committee
members with the same function should be
arranged to exchange information and tips and
tricks.

FUTURE
We formulated these subgoals to not only focus on the continuity of the board itself, but also to focus on the
continuity of the committees. The goals that are formulated in the Five Year Policy are focussed on storing knowledge
in Winston, which is the interactive website that will help future boards to maintain knowledge. Furthermore it is
important that not only the continuity of boards will be a central point of the whole transfer. During the year we have
realised the importance of good communication and information flows between committees and the board. A good
starting kit and an acquisition/ treasurer course will help preventing easy mistakes and to make sure that committee
members won’t cause problems with money or external contacts.
The most important part of all of this is that people don’t do the same work twice but work further on the knowledge
that is already there.
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GOAL 2

Growing along the student population
In the upcoming years a growth of the amount of students at the faculty of ID is expected. To realize the goals of the
study association, Lucid must grow along the growing amount of students. Activities aimed at specific members or
groups of students, must be set up in such as way, that is corresponds with the capacity of the wanted reach.
The wanted scope of the study association will reach from the Bachelor and Master students at ID to all the staff, ID
alumni, contributors of the association and ‘less matching’ students of the department.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Members diversity

Involving master
students

Instead of having the same student in three
committees, three students could’ve filled that in
as well, which results in enlarging the members
diversity of Lucid. In other words, increasing the
diversity means to us being able to offer a learning
experience for different people and expanding the
surface of the people that we reach.
Personally approaching students is still the most
effective way to reach them and to convince them
to take part of the activities that Lucid organizes.
Starting off with increasing the diversity in Lucid
activities and committees first is a good step to
achieve this goal.

Before we started our board year, we wanted
to establish a master committee to be able to
organize an event that the master will enjoy
organizing whilst maintaining the vision of Lucid.
Hereby we hoped to connect with and include the
master students in more Lucid activities.
But we quickly discovered that many masters don’t
have time to be a committee member. Therefore
we organized an info session to research the
needs of masters. Next to the more serious needs
such as a network event, insights in where alumni
end up and a graduation project portfolio, the
masters wanted something fun. A party where
they could meet each other in an informal way
that is different than our other parties became
the first master activity. We were able to realize a
successful master party with live-music. Although
we were unable to realize a network event this
year, we did create a concrete plan that can be
taken further next year.

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 3

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 4

International
students

Coffee car

International students are a bit hesitant to enter
Lucid and pointed out that Lucid seems to be a
‘bubble’ sometimes. This year we saw more and
more internationals during our regular drinks
and in committees, which was a small but first
achievement of this goal.
We learned that personally approaching
international students for an activity works the
best. We organised the ID’s first international intro
day which made the students feel welcome to
Lucid. We also collaborated with Cosmos for the
‘language cafe’ and changed the communication
within Lucid to English with no exception. All
posters and documents and policies for our
members, are now in English. Not to forget the
GMM being fully in English now!

We wanted to resurrect the Lucid coffee car which
can be used by the board to walk through the
spaces with coffee. The walk through the spaces
shows interest in our members and helps with
promoting Lucid’s activities.
This year we build a new car but used it only a few
times. Despite this being below our expectations,
we made our members smile. Time wise it costs
a lot and you’ve got priorities to make. The coffee
car is absolutely no waste and fine to use by
committees for promotion; the more the better but
it’s no main priority.

But is it enough? The next board aspires to continue
with our strategic point but wants to focus more
on data. We created an all English base to lower
the threshold to take part of Lucid and now it’s
time to evaluate with the internationals how that’s
being perceived and what can be done more.

The Lucid Coffee car

‘Language cafe’ with Cosmos

Bachelor Portfolio workshop
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Master party

FUTURE
This goal was written at the beginning of the year and had emphasis on the large amount of students that will come.
However, things have changed a bit and in two years the amount of students enrolling ID will become a fixed number. This
creates a new challenge for the board to take. Yet still involving a variety of members in the association is something to
strive for and the things that we tried this year already show insights that are very useful for the future.
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GOAL 3

Transfer period treasurer
Traditionally, the fiscal year of Lucid starts at the first of September. As this is the moment where we change boards, it
is reasonable to fix the fiscal year to the change of boards. This way, each board is responsible for one complete fiscal
year of the association.
However, finishing a fiscal year takes significant effort from the treasurer, who has to make sure that all financial matters
are resolved and accounted for the final result of the fiscal year that is presented on the general members meeting. To
improve this, we moved the fiscal year back one month, to give the treasurer more time to properly finish their work.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

Moving the fiscal year
As Lucid does not organise many activities during
the summer break, moving the fiscal year to the
first of August does not have that many effects
for the association overall. However, it did have a
significant impact on the workload of the treasurer.
Previously, the treasurer had to simultaneously
update the financial records up to September and
work them into the final result. Now, the treasurer
has one month to completely finish the result
of their fiscal year in an orderly fashion without
having to worry about the encroaching deadline.
Furthermore, this spreads the workload of the
treasurer more evenly, as they can first focus
on wrapping up current matters and afterwards
making the result.

One of the more significant changes for Lucid is
that the introduction week now falls into the fiscal
year of the same board. This allows the board to
better consolidate their activities and it is also
convenient for the committee as the treasurer that
will check their results is already working during
their activity.
Also, the board now bears financial responsibility
for Lucid starting in August, but they have
full responsibility from September on. This
discrepancy is handled by the candidate board,
who, when elected, present a list of activities that
they will spend money on during August. Typically,
this involves the introduction week and some
other, smaller preparations for the upcoming year.

FUTURE
Ultimately, this change has very little effect on the activities of the association, but it does impact the workload of the
treasurer and that of the Financial Control Committee. Although the goal calls for multiple years of evaluation before
a final decision is made, we do not think that this is necessary. We have consulted with previous treasurers of the
association and they had no reasons against the way things work right now. The current setup of starting the fiscal year
in August works very well for the association and holds barely any disadvantages. If the association decides to go back
to the previous structure for some reason, they can propose that change then. Therefore, we conclude that this goal is
completed.
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GOAL 4

Role Financial Control Committee
Within Lucid, there are two bodies that are involved with financial matters: the Financial Control Committee (next: FCC)
is a government mandated group that verifies the entire bookkeeping of the association. The Council of Predecessors
(next: CoP) is a select group of previous treasurers, who offer advice and guidance to the current treasurer. These two
groups have become entangled in the past few years with treasurers filling all the positions in the FCC. To avoid conflict
of interest, it was decided to separate the two entities in terms of composition.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Manual Financial
Control Committee

No overlap between
FCC and CoP

As the treasurers in the FCC are very knowledgeable
about the financial processes of Lucid, there was
never made any effort to make a comprehensive
manual of how auditing the bookkeeping of Lucid
should go.

With the start of our year, the composition of the
FCC and the CoP was completely separated. The
members of the FCC were found by Derek and the
CoP consisted out of multiple treasurers that were
ready to support him.

With the introduction of this new structure, the
committee needed more guidance on how to
conduct their work. Together with the previous
treasurer we found a manual of auditing
bookkeeping on the website of our bookkeeping
software. We figured that it would be a good
stepping stone for the new members of the
committee to understand what they were doing
and they should be doing it.

As the FCC had not the expertise it had in previous
years, we set up a meeting to check the quartile
results, as a precursor and exercise of the half year
results. Still, as noted in the previous chapter, they
missed the attitude to stand up to the treasurer and
the rest of the board. This inexperience remained
throughout the year and we have not seen an easy
solution to this problem.

During the checks in this year, we have noticed
that although the manual may help in regards to
technical skill, it does not imbue a certain attitude
to people. The FCC has the power to call on the
treasurer at any time, but this does require them
to work more as an independent body within the
association. And right now, that realisation is not
here yet.
It is hard to say if a manual is the best way to work
towards that issue. Although a manual is certainly
rather dry, the current and previous treasurers can
definitely get through to the people in the FCC
so that they not only understand their work from
a technical point of view but also how it affects
other people’s work and how they can help to
improve the association as a whole.
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FUTURE
Ultimately, although the intentions of this goal are very good, there a lot more arguments to consider than we had
thought at the start of this year. Trying to avoid conflict of interest and release time pressure has certainly worked, but
having an auditing committee which is not really up for the task is not a good thing for the association. The manual can
definitely become better and more specific to the financial processes of Lucid, but that still does not teach attitude.
The next board is planning on hiring a professional accountant to look at our financial processes and continue our policy
of looking the finances in a critical view, implementing new changes where needed or advisable. We think this is a very
good idea; Lucid can certainly use a lot more polishing in regards to bookkeeping and financial policy. Based on those
findings and how the FCC and CoP operate next year a decision will be made whether or not this change will remain
implemented.

The CoP has more experience working with board
members and were much better in saying when the
treasurer was doing something wrong. However,
as they were not involved with the checking the
bookkeeping directly, their point of view became
more specific and less encompassing. Instead,
they had to rely more on the treasurer himself to
see how the financial administration was going.
However, both activities are a significant time sink
and we did see that amount of time committed by
each group then when it had fallen on the same
group. As it is hard to decide what the expectations
are from people who are doing work voluntarily,
we think this is a very important factor to consider.
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GOAL 5

Steady Sponsoring
The amount of Lucid members has grown the past years and still is growing. Therefore it is important that Lucid also
grows along on the financial area. Lucid is in her puberty and gets slowly a grown up. Creating financial security will
make sure that the association can safeguard her general goals and will ensure more flexibility in organizing of activities.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

Sponsor goal
This year, the sponsor goal was fifteen thousand
euros. This is a big raise towards the sponsor goal
of last year. The sponsor goal of previous board
was twelve thousand euros. In addition, we also
had to make sure a reservation of 40% percent of
our sponsor goal for the coming board. So this will
be six thousand euros.
As the previous board was able to overachieve
their goal to fifteen thousand euros, we set out to
at least equal their result. We were able to achieve
this big goal within ten months!
How we reached the goal was mostly by
organizing design cases with a company. During
a design case, students of Industrial Design will
work together with employees of the company on
a complex challenge and come up with creative
ideas and concepts. For the company a great
way to get input for their challenge and for the
students a great opportunity to work together with
a company and take steps in their (future) careers.
Two of the biggest design cases we organized this
year were with de Kamer van Koophandel and with
Breman Installation group.
Another great activity to point out that contributed
our sponsor goal was the hackathon we organized
for the International University Challenge which
was set up by Konica Minolta. Universities
around Europe could participate. Two groups of
Lucid participated as representative of the TU/e
and both were nominated in the top three in the
Netherlands. One group got even selected as
winner of the Netherlands and went to Berlin to
compete with the winners of other countries.
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S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 2

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 3

Online representation

Main sponsor

Lucid is growing as an association and especially
on the external field we are gaining profit.
Companies actually already know us and more
often they contact us than the other way around.
To focus more on companies that try to find
out what we do via the website or portfolio, we
rebranded the website and portfolio. The website
is more focussed on external people in a way
that there is more information about the different
possibilities of collaboration Lucid offers.

The past year Lucid got in touch with different
contacts and made agreements. For the financial
security it was important to maintain this big
contacts of the past year. Also for creating a
reservation for the coming years, it was important
to try to sign contracts that will contain an
agreement for multiple years. An example for such
agreement we signed for this year and coming
year is with Accenture Digital. Also one main
sponsor will guarantee a financial income source,
but we realised this was not realistic yet for Lucid.
We split this up in multiple smaller sponsors.

The portfolio is made with focus on visuals
and not too much on a lot of text. The portfolio
gives a brief overview of what the association
does and it is a helpful tool during conversation
with a company. The different possibilities of
collaboration are visualised and big activities are
explained with pictures.
Breman design case

Konicka Minolta hackathon

Konicka Minolta hackathon

DSM application brainstorm

FUTURE
Lucid and Industrial design are getting more and more attention of companies. Companies are approaching Lucid
more often instead of the other way around. Therefore it is important to react accordingly to their requests. Keeping
the LinkedIn page up to date and the Lucid website more company oriented will contribute in profiling Lucid, since they
are often the first things a company will look at. Also with making the portfolio not a time-bound document, it can be
used over the next few years. Furthermore we noticed Lucid isn’t ready for one main sponsor yet which covers half
of the sponsor goal. This is something we should work towards. We can achieve this by getting bigger sub sponsors.
In this way Lucid can grow into their main sponsor. This also contributes to a long term goal of Lucid. In 2020 Lucid
will present a sponsor goal which should include 75% of permanent contracts. This will make it possible to plan big
activities ahead. Permanent contracts and planning ahead will lead to more freedom for the commissioner of External
Affairs to make new contacts and more flexibility in organizing new activities.

DSM application brainstorm
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Ch a p te r 4

Blue Building
Blocks
Next to the previous goals of the five year policy, we as a board also set up own goals to achieve within our board
year. The so-called Blue Building Blocks are the points we also wanted to focus on during our board year. The main
difference between the Five Year Policy goals and the Blue Building Blocks, is that the Five Year Policy goals are
all long term goals. The Blue Building Blocks are goals we wanted to achieve within our board year. We believe
this Blue Building Blocks are just as important as the goals of the Five Year Policy and deserves as much of our
attention. We have written the Blue Building Blocks as an appendix from the “Bold Blue” Sixteenth board on the Five
Year Policy.
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B LOCK 1

Involving Alumni
Having good contact with alumni improves the professional network of the association. Having a (shorter) line with
people that just started working at big companies can be useful when we want to contact that company. Therefore we
planned on improving our relationship with alumni.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Gift for graduates

Lucid and IDeA

The idea was to hand out small gifts to graduates
at the graduation drink to congratulate them with
their diploma, but to also motivate them to stay in
contact with Lucid. In the end we did not do this
anymore, because we did not have a clear enough
plan for this. During the start of our year we did not
focus on this part enough to continue with this.

The alumni association is connected to the
Industrial Design department and not to Lucid.
This makes contacting alumni harder than it
should. Lucid only has their contact details from
when they were studying. During this year we have
tried to collaborate with IDEa multiple times. This
did not work in the way we visioned it. This year
IDEa organised one drink in the Lucid.Bar. This
event was mainly focussed on alumni and not
on the connection between the current students
and the alumni. Which was unfortunate for the
perspective of Lucid.

Bachelor graduates

FUTURE
This year graduates already contacted Lucid because they wanted to collaborate and alumni are willing to help the
current students. This resulted in career related activities for all members. Keeping in touch with a bigger group of
alumni stays hard because the right data isn’t available for us.
For Lucid it is important to build their own alumni database. To make it work next year a clearly stated plan on how to
keep contact with them after graduating is needed. This needs to be done early in the year because the first graduates
have their graduation ceremony in September. During those ceremonies we should give people the possibility to leave
their contact details. An annual ‘come back’ drink that is planned early will also help with maintaining the contact, during
this drink the data can also be gathered.
The current alumni association is mainly focussed on organising activities for alumni. Joint events for both master
students and alumni will give the master students a network for after graduating and the alumni association will have a
shorter line with future members.
The current collaboration is slow and stiff, organising activities together is hard. The focus needs to go to the current
graduates that are leaving the department at this moment. Lucid can reach this goal in many different ways but maybe
it is a good idea to work towards an alumni network that is connected to Lucid instead of the department.
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IDEa at the Lucid drink
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Adapting to educational changes
In the five-year policy goals are set to adapt to a changing student population, but no goals are set to adapt to the change
of students themselves (study, mentality). However many changes within our education do have an influence on the
time, priorities and attitude of (new) students. By continuing to deny these changes and saying that everything was
better in the past we create a negative atmosphere at ID. Besides we risk reducing the bond with our members or (even
worse) losing them. This could lead to (more) empty activities and committees. Therefore it is really important for our
association to adapt to our education.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Postive attitude

New activities

Changes will come and go, a negative attitude
towards something that you cannot change
is exhausting and pointless. To maintain the
enthusiastic atmosphere at ID we wanted to
encourage a positive attitude towards our new
educational model by adopting one ourselves. This
does not mean that we, as a study association,
can no longer be critical to changes or the faculty
as a whole, but that we should contribute in a
constructive way for the ultimate ID experience.

Last year there has been experimented with
various activities, such as the demo day tour
and the studio tour. This year we planned to look
critically at the role Lucid should have within the
life of the ‘new’ ID student. We redefined some
existing activities by, for instance:
- Hosting separate lunch lectures for both
bachelors (given by Miguel and focused on getting
an internship) and masters (given by ‘Van Berlo’
and focused on getting a job)
- Organizing a new studio tour (with more
companies).

The commissioner of Education discovered
that students that started before 2014 are quite
negative about the new system and it is really hard
to influence that. However students that started
in the new system, feel completely differently and
are able to recognize the future potential of our
Education. We were somewhere in between, we
understand the frustration of older students but
have good hopes for the future.

Besides we experimented with new activities
again by, for instance:
- Hosting a lunch lecture on academic writing, since
the demand for academic skills is increasing.
- Organizing an internship event where B2 students
were able to dine and talk with potential internship
companies and their previous intern.
- Organizing a new First Year’s Trip to Barcelona,
since the Milan Design week conflicted with
exams.
- Arranging several university and company visits.

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 3

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 4

Adapted schedule

Exam support

The new curriculum gives students less
opportunity to create their own schedule, which
influences the planning of our activities. Therefore
we planned on organizing more activities in lunch
breaks and evenings or organizing less activities.
However we quickly discovered that the demand
is too wide and too diverse to reduce activities.
Besides   not all activities fit in lunch breaks or
evenings, especially those with external partners.

Bachelor College is now a reality for all students.
Which means that examinations are an increasing
part of our study. As a study association, we
planned to support this part of the study better.

But we did create an overview of the faculty’s
activities and our educational and career activities.
In consolation we made the first steps in aligning
these activities to create an optimum for students.

Therefore we organized an “after … lunch” for
almost every Bachelor College Exam. Furthermore
we hosted “after …. drinks” for some retakes.
Hereby we tried to let students feel welcome to
come by Lucid after their exams to relax and have
a chat with each other. This is common practice
for many other associations and hopefully we will
able to continue and strengthen this as well.

Design2Gather at the Internship Dinner

Students at Elisava University during the FYT

Company visit to Hunch in Barcelona

University vist in Brussel during an EduCie city trip

FUTURE
To further adapt our association to our education, more steps have to be taken by both the commissioner of Education
and the association as a whole.For the commissioner of Education it means a changed mindset, with a different
relation to other faculties and the university as a whole. We are no longer the ‘odd-one-out’, or at least a little less
odd, which mean we can learn more from other faculties and associations with a longer history and more experience.
However we do need to maintain our identity as Industrial Design and preserve our core values. This juggling act is
primary for the faculty, but we have to represent the student’s interests in this.

Students making notes at an EduCie Lunch Lecture
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First years at a company during the Studiou Tour

For the association as a whole it means we will have to keep evaluating our activity offer both qualitatively and
quantitatively, with respect to both participating - and organizing members. This year we concluded that the workload
for the (seven) EduCie members was too high. Currently we are restructuring this committee and their activity offer.
Next year there will probably be three committees (with a lower workload) that respectively organize informative
(lectures & workshops), explorative (design excursions) and profiling events (design cases and network events).
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Celebrating the Lustrum

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 2

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 3

Birthday

Lucid Cantus

This year we had the honor to be responsible for the celebration of Lucid’s third Lustrum. During a lustrum year you
typically look back to the past five years and how the association has changed. A lustrum year offers great possibilities
since all the boards of the past five years reservated money to do something extra during the lustrum year.

On the 10th of January 2017 we celebrated
Lucid’s 15th birthday, a special one, we may add.
To celebrate in style we opened the bar for eight
hours straight. We ordered cake for over 200
people and gave away a lot of free beer. On top of
this we released the named Lustrum Book.

Number of participants: 100
Even though the plans for the lustrum were already
initialized before we became the board of our
association, we really felt like adding a personal
touch to the celebration of the lustrum. That’s why
we decided to organize Lucid’s first ever cantus.
Considering a regular cantus would not go down
well with the average member of Lucid we added
a carnaval touch to the cantus and got over 100
people to participate. A huge success for a first
timer.

Throughout the year we organised seven activities related to the lustrum. Some of them were the biggest our association
has ever witnesses. The theme of this year’s lustrum is ‘revealed’ and is supposed to reveal Lucid’s true identity.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

Commissioner of
Lustrum
Lustrum Dinner
Number of participants: 80
During the Lustrum dinner we had a four course
dinner at KeukenConfessies. A restaurant based in
strijp S. In between courses a variety of speakers
looked back on the past five years and greatest
achievements of our association. We looked back
on the moving from the main building to LaPlace,
what bachelor college meant for the average ID
student and how unique the staff/student relation
within the faculty is.
Lustrum Morning Party
Number of participants: 50
On Lucid’s Dies we celebrated the 15th birthday of
Lucid. To do this in style we organised a morning
party. During the morning party we organised a
rave in the vision lab of the LaPlace building where
we welcomed our guests with breakfast.
Lustrum Book
Number of copies: 600
To capture the past five years and to make sure
we will always have something to look back upon
we created a lustrum book. This book contains
photos, activities, stories, memories and much,
much more from the past five years.
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Lustrum Party
Number of participants: 550
This year’s Lustrum Party was the greatest party
ever organised by Lucid. In our initial plans we set
the bar really high for ourselves by aiming for 500
guests with our initial plans. Even though we were
advised against it we pulled it off and filled the
small hall and restaurant of the Effenaar with over
550 guests from all over the university.
Lustrum Makeaton: RoboWars
Number of participants: 75
During the Lustrum Makeaton: RoboWars we
turned the LaPlace building into a working place,
workshop and battle arena. Fifteen teams filled
with students from all over the campus had 24
hours to build the best war robot they were capable
of creating. During the final event they competed
against each other to claim the title of winner of
the first edition of RoboWars.
Lustrum Game
Number of participants: 75
The Lustrum Game was something out of the
ordinary. On the 8th floor of the Veemgebouw
in Eindhoven we set up a true laser game arena.
After participating in a strategic part, in which the
participants of the game had to find out to which
team they belonged, they challenged each other
with laser guns in a giant maze.
Lustrum Gala
Number of participants: 210
As a final activity of the Lustrum we filled the fifth
NRE building with 210 incredibly well dressed
people. A lot of old lucid members, new lucid
members and staff members joined us to, for one
final time, celebrate our third lustrum. Of course
we didn’t skip the live music and drinks to make
this into an unforgettable evening (for some).

Beschrijving afbeelding regel 1

Lucid birthday

Lucid Cantus

FUTURE
Lustrum events only occur once every five years. But how can we make sure that in five years the next lustrum committee
can still benefit from our effort/experiences? After closing the final event of the lustrum we will evaluate our experience
with how the lustrum was setup this year. These conclusions will be added to our new knowledge transfer system. A few
conclusions we can already draw:
- Spreading events over the entirety of the year takes a lot of energy/time.
- To make sure the lustrum can financially be reached, the reservations each board makes, could be a little bigger.
- The treasurer of the lustrum committee carries an extremely big responsibility and should thus have close connections
to the board treasurer.
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Dinner

Smoke and Mirrors party

The lustrum opening drink

Gala

Morning Party

Robowars

The game

Smoke and Mirrors party

Smoke and Mirrors party

The game

Gala
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Improving Financial Processes
The financial processes of Lucid have often been lackluster in years past. Our association had grown, in how many
members we have, how many activities we do and how much money goes through the association. Our processes
had not kept up. With this goal, we wanted to look more critical at how finance is done at Lucid. This resulted in three
subgoals to pursue during our year. We aimed to automate more tasks by the means of software, create more financial
responsibility within the entire board instead of just the treasurer and we decided to look into an accounting course for
the treasurer.

STR ATEG IC POINT 1

S T R AT EG I C P O I N T 2

Automatisation

Financial responsibility
board members

Originally, this goal was about trying to connect
the different part of the bookkeeping, particularly
Lassie, our member administration, shop/bar
system and Conscribo, our bookkeeping software.
Due both technical possibilities and the limited
gain we would get from this after investigating
further, it was decided to look for other things that
could be improved as well.
One of the areas we focused on was invoices. Until
now, invoices were made manually in InDesign and
then sent through mail. This process was very error
prone, invoices got lost, had incorrect numbering
or addresses and it was very hard to keep on top
of payment dates. This year we have introduced
Moneybird into the association. This platform
helps the treasurer to stay on top of payments
from external parties. Since the introduction of
Moneybird, it takes almost no effort to make sure
invoices are paid on time.
Also we implemented a new cloud storage, Google
Drive Enterprise, for all committees, which makes
it much easier to keep all files for the association
in a good place. Especially financial information
must be kept multiple years and our new Drive
is perfectly capable of handling all the data our
members can throw at it.
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As the bookkeeping become a bigger responsibility,
the pressure on the treasurer increased. We
decided to spread this responsibility across the
board. Although the treasurer of course needs
to keep oversight, other board members can
chip in by checking shop reports, calculating the
costs of the Makro or the car and being on top of
the declarations of their own committees. This
worked out very well for us. All board members
were able to take off some work pressure for the
treasurer and this also gave the rest of the board
more insight in how the finances of the association
work.
We also meant have monthly updates on the
financial state of the association during the board
meeting. Our original scope was impractical;
making complete monthly results for the
association is an incredible amount of work. We
had to shrink it down to discussing significant
expenses and incomes to get to a manageable
form. Still, it is useful to discuss this state of the
association, as it gives the entire group a much
clearer view on how much money can be spent on
different activities.

S T R AT EGI C P O I NT 3

Accoutancy course
We intended to let the treasurer do a accounting
course for the year. Although the board always fall
back on their predecessors, their time is limited
and an accounting course might give new insights
in how the treasurer should do their work.
However, the accounting courses we found were
focusing too much on basic financial interactions,
which you can learn in a day and that are also
often already automated in Lucid. The deep
financial insight we were looking for cannot be
found in a course, but by consulting experts like
accountants.

FUTURE
Although not all of our goals succeeded in the way we had expected, we have made significant steps this year to make
Lucid a better place in regards to finance. The new invoicing system clears out a large amount of stress for the treasurer.
However, the accounting course also has made clear that there is still much to gain on this front.
The next board is aiming to work with an accountant to see how we can improve even more. We think that this is an
excellent goal to work on and we think that these goals should be put in the Five Year Plan, as there are still many
financials aspects of the association that can be improved, like the communication with committee treasurers, handling
of declarations and notifications and further streamlining of the bookkeeping in general.
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Ch a p te r 5

Accomplishments
Before we started as a board we had many plans and many goals for both the association and ourselves. But in
practice not everything goes as expected, not everything can be foreseen. Some goals were achieved, some turned
out a bit differently, some chances were missed. But on the other hand we faced some chances and challenges that
we were not planning on.
We were able to achieve a lot on fields we did not plan to develop. In this chapter we will elaborate on the main
achievements we made as a board that are not related to one of the goals we set. Some accomplishments are
made thanks to personal passion and dedication from specific board members: a desire for unity in our branding;
a drive for automation and optimization. Other accomplishments are made thanks to challenges that came on our
path from the outside: a collaboration with Cheops and a changing GLOW route; a planned movement of our faculty
and a brand new building; the challenge of finding the perfect group of successors that will build on everything we
achieved and bring our association even further next year.
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LumenUs

For GLOW 2016 LumenUs was found, an initiative of students from Study Associations Lucid and CHEOPS. The goal
was to create a light installation for the GLOW route of 2016 and this was executed by students of Industrial Design and
Built Environment.

TA RG ET 1

TARG E T 2

Our GLOW installation

Side activities

With the project, an interactive brainstorm was
visualised. Brainstorming is one of the tools our
students use to come up with new ideas for their
project or research. The installation exists of
luminous tubes and cables of steel. To connect
the tubes, the tensegrity principle is used. Hereby
the illusion is created that the tubes are “floating
in the air”.
By touching the tubes, the object will react on it
by sending impulses through the tubes. In this
way the audience can give input on the whole
brainstorm visualisation. The collection of these
impulses will be translated in an impressive light
composition what will make the installation come
to life!

Besides the installation, LumenUs also runned the
official ‘LumenUs GLOW Horecaplein’. This GLOW
Science Café formed the connection between the
students, the involved companies and the visitors
of GLOW. During the days, lunch lectures and
activities with the involved companies were held.
In the evenings, this was the place for the visitors
and students to have a drink.
The LumenUs Glow team

FUTURE
For LumenUs, a foundation was established. This made it easier regarding to finances and the execution of the plans
of LumenUs. Working together with another study association is a great way to build on the professional network of
Lucid. Together you can achieve great things, such as the installation of LumenUs and the GLOW Science Café. The
foundation still exists and opportunities to go through with LumenUs and new collaborations such as a new GLOW
project are arising if the GLOW route will be through the TU/e campus again. After GLOW 2016, the LumenUs installation
is refurbished and improved so it is possible to rent the installation to festivals and events. The LumenUs installation will
already be standing on LOWLANDS 2017 and right now, plans made that the installation will move to Poland!

The LumenUs installation in front of Laplace
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Policy changes

FUTURE
The Five Year Policy is a good way to keep the long term future in mind. We already saw the advantages of that this year.
With an association policy new boards don’t need to make a whole new policy but can base their year plans on the goals
that are already stated in the Five Year Policy.

As a board you immediately see where something there is need for new or adaptations to rules. This year we made a
new version of the Internal Regulations, worked on the description of functions and on the Five Year Policy. Next to this
we also looked into making small contracts to sign when you borrow something from the association and wrote rules
for who can promote at Lucid.

Future boards need to take a critical look at the policy(s) again and look what works for them at that point of time. Rules
get outdated and sometimes need a little change after a few years. Important for this is that changing policy is done in
a honest and fair way.

Lucid has statutes, Internal Regulations and the Five Year Policy. The Internal Regulations and the statutes are static
documents, but the Five Year Policy is a dynamic document. Every year we look at the policy and make adaptations,
changes and add future goals where needed.

TA RG ET 1

TARG E T 2

Internal Regulations

(New) function
description

The previous version of the Internal Regulations
dated out 2007. The rules in that document
where focussed on a starting association in the
Mainbuilding. In the meantime we are already
10 years further and have moved to the Laplace
building (and are planning on moving back next
year). We also made the Five Year Policy that
wasn’t fully in line with all the articles of the
Internal Regulations.
Changes were needed in sections that were
focussed on the rules of the Mainbuilding, the
rights and duties of members and external
connections. With a working group of alumni and
old board members Marit worked on defining
those rebranded rules.

TA RG ET 3

Five Year Policy
We were the first board that worked with this
policy. Last year they made it to keep track of long
term goals for Lucid to support the overall growth
of the association. The board policy does not have
to be reinvented every year. During the year we had
to work on ‘small’ parts of bigger goals, which is
more desirable for the association. Throughout
the year we had a critical look no the policy and we
suggested changes to the GMM where we thought
was needed.
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The different functions the board has are
described in the Five Year Policy. In the beginning
of the year we already realised that those
descriptiones are based on the previous board.
The fact that every board is different and consist
of different people with different interest was not
taken into consideration. After a few weeks we
already realised that this needed some changes.
We described a distinction between the 2 sides
of Public Relations, the internal communication
part was stated in: Publicity and the external
part in Professional Relations. The Professional
Relations part is focussed on external contacts,
while the Publicity is focussed on the internal
visual communication.
During the candidate board trajectory we also
realised that the Commissioner of Internal Affairs
did not have a good task description. The part of
coordinating committees and keeping unity within
the association does not take much time, this
results in an empty space for the commissioner
of Internal Affairs. To prevent this in the future
we looked at the pros and cons and together
with our successors we made a new function:
Commissioner of Events and Facilities. The
coordinating of committees is switched to the
chairman position, this is easier while installing
and discharging people from committees.The
Commissioner of Events and Facilities will be
responsible for all activities that are relevant to
Lucid. Aside from this the function also includes
the execution of the board year dependant goals.

The Bold Blue Board dares to make changes and to take some risks.
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Branding and website

TA RGE T 4

This year a workgroup of consisting of Oscar van Beek, Luke Noothout who stopped halfway through and was filled
in by Otis Overdijk, and Naomi Kool worked on the Lucid brand identity. The aim of the brand identity is to create
visual consistency where necessary and to use visuals effectively in our internal and external communication. This was
because we wanted to build trust and acquaintance with our partners through our visual presence. Lucid didn’t have
a branding before and where to find the templates changed every year. And that’s when the branding group started
working.

TA RG ET 1

TARG E T 2

The Lucid pattern

Promotion templates

For about 6 months, the workgroup worked weekly
on many templates and discussed iterations. The
first step was to understand what the branding
of Lucid should express: what is Lucid? The next
step was to create a recurring element in the
branding that would connect all the documents
of the association, both digital as physical. That’s
when the Lucid pattern was designed!

Posters, Facebook banners, newsletter banners
and TV slides

The pattern was applied to almost all the Lucid
promotion template files and is now mostly used
by the board on social media and in the members
room. The pattern is customisable which offers
the graphics fanatics in Lucid an element to
customize for their Lucid promotion as the Lucid
logo is very strict and fixed.

TA RG ET 3

Promotion platform

There will be many different people of different
skill-levels making things for Lucid. Because every
year people come and go, there is no real core of
expertise for this knowledge. Yet we do have a
large, dispersed knowledge-base of people with
a little bit of experience. One year there might be
a very experienced graphic designer in the board,
while the year after may depend on members for
their knowledge.

Next to the Lucid branding, the Lucid website
got an entire new look with elements from the
branding.
A new Lucid website was needed because there
were issues with the usability and freedom of
the design of the layout and content. Expertise
in coding is not self-evident in a board and when
lacking, the help of others is needed but not
always present.
Therefore a front ending website builder was
chosen in order for the future boards to make
changes very easily in both the layout as the
content. The builder is trend sensitive, user
friendly and has a large variety in personalisation
which everything we need!
The focus of the website shifted as well, going
from members to external parties. Social media
and the weekly newsletters are the main platforms
to communicate with the Lucid members. The
website doesn’t have much value in that matter.
The website now functions as a display of the
association: it explains the educational, leisure
and career activities Lucid organizes.

This also means we have great creative potential.
Not having a brand identity would probably result
in a mess, while a too strict one will limit everyone’s
creativity and happiness. It will probably result in
lifeless designs and soon enough an unwillingness
to make anything at all. In the end the primary
incentives for people to join a committee are to
learn and have fun.
To deal with this balancing act we have attempted
to offer a variety of well-defined options or
templates, based on experience level or time
constraints.

In addition to the branding, the ‘Lucid Graphics’
website was created where anybody working on
graphics for Lucid can find the appropriate files
and guidelines in a scroll and a click. Before the
website, the Lucid cloud and Drive where the
places to find the documents. Yet files got lost or
old templates were used and therefore we opted
for a website, hoping that this is the best way to
offer the Lucid graphics material to the members.

From top right to bottom left: Lucid Graphics homepage, Lucid Graphics TV explanation, New Lucid website homepage,
Lucid website page about the ID student, New Lucid website page about Lucid Career activities.
FUTURE
Neither this guide, nor the graphics website, nor the brand identity is set in stone. They are meant as a basis to
improve upon and experiment with. Are the different levels in the templates a success? Should there be more
templates on the website? And what about a place to find templates for budgets, results, meetings and letters to
companies? This website is mainly for the ‘chief graphics’ of Lucid committees, but there are many more function in
committees that could use their own platform.
The Lucid pattern with gradient
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The new Lucid website

And that is exactly the future of the branding.
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Moving to Atlas

TA RGE T 3

With the moving from the main building to the LaPlace building in 2015 Lucid was able to give quite some valuable input
and keep control over the situation. This is why we as an association, despite the building getting lots smaller, were able
to make some progress on our housing. With the moving to Atlas we need to be aware of the facilities we currently offer
and think about how we can bring those along to the new building. In contrary to the last moving we are not alone, but
with three faculties. This brings both challenges and opportunities, which need our full attention.

TA RG ET 1

TARG E T 2

The boardroom

The member’s room

As a board we are crucial for keeping the
association running on a daily basis. Therefore
we need a decent working space where we are
both approachable for our members and are able
to discuss delicate matters. However the vision
of Atlas as a whole is based on flex-working and
open workspaces.

Next to all our activities and committees we
offer our members a place to meet, work or get a
coffee. In the old main building there was ID-café,
the boardroom, the coffee room and the Ludic. In
La Place it was all brought together, which gives
us (in our opinion) the best room of the whole
building.
In Atlas we want to realize a room that works the
same way, a study place by day - a bar by night.

Last year many discussions were held on whether
or not the boardrooms could have walls, but no
decisions were made. This year many options
and alternatives were discussed; shared rooms;
preference on meeting rooms; open spaces;
closed spaces; half open (glass), walls made of
cabins etc. It was incredible how many parties
had an opinion on something as silly as three
little walls. We even came to the point where
the representatives of the faculty, the study
associations and Real Estate Management were
invited by the board of the TU (CvB) because
they couldn’t come to a conclusion. After many
meetings we accomplished our goal: a room with
four walls, six desks and lockable door.

This year we organized a Lucid debate to find out
exactly what our members value in our current
room. What should stay the same and what should
change? With this in our mind we are negotiating
with both Real Estate Management and the
faculty. This is an ongoing process where we are
continuously seeking the right balance between
collaborating with our fellow associations and
our own members. We want to realize a room
that looks both professional and cozy, so we can
welcome both our members and our external
partners.

The Lucid.Bar
After moving nothing changed as much as the bar:
from Ludic to Lucid.Bar; from a dark basement
with recycled couches to an almost professional
bar with a strong visual identity. With this bar we
are able to improve our financial health by hosting
many external drinks. Both companies and the
faculty are willing to pay the bar for hosting their
events, which allows us to keep our internal drinks
affordable to students.

First render of the new bar

In Atlas we want to build an even more professional
bar, which is more sustainable than our current
bar. However this will cost us a lot of money, even
more than we were able to save up. This year we
made a start on exploring our possibilities for
external sponsoring. We had conversations with
several breweries and are starting negotiations
with the faculty as well. At the same time we set
up a working group to help us designing this new
bar. Both shall be continued next year.
The Atlas building

FUTURE
For the future knowledge transfer from board to board is essential. In this way we can make sure both the faculty and
Real Estate Management can’t make use of the transfer of boards. Next year two board members will have ‘housing’
as a secondary task. In consultation with us, they will adopt all contact with the faculty, other associations and
external stakeholders. At the end of their year they will have to take care of a good knowledge transfer to the housing
responsibilities of the new board. Made decisions and future potential need to be evaluated by both boards after the
moving in 2018.
All boards should keep good contact with the other associations to, at the right moments, be able to join forces and
make a stronger case. Despite the differences between the associations there are a lot of similarities in our wishes and
challenges.
Simultaneously, cooperation with our own members is very important for the future. We need to maintain our identity
as an association and emphasize and support the uniqueness of the ID student. In this process transparency to our
members is essential, both the working group and possible Lucid Debates should be continued by our successors.

Board room Atlas
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Members room Atlas
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Candidate Board
Unfortunately we can only be the board of the association for one year. To make sure we find the right people for
next year, prospective board members follow an intensive candidate trajectory. Through this trajectory they show what
they are capable of, how motivated they are and what their ambitions are. The candidate trajectory is a quite mentally
demanding trajectory and takes a lot of effort and time for both the board and the candidates.

TA RG ET 0

TARG E T 1

Candidate Trajector y

First ballot

To select the best possible candidates we divided
the trajectory in three ballots. With each period
of time focussing on a different part of being a
board member. Each ballot give us, as a board, an
indication of how the candidates perceive each
other during the traject. Their votes are however
just an indication and we are the ones to make the
final decisions.

The time before the first ballot focussed on Lucid in
general. We got the candidates more familiar with
the daily businesses of being a board member. We
gave insight into our daily activities and tried to
make them aware of the effort it takes to run our
association. We discussed their motivations and
doubts about becoming a board member and tried
to give them the most transparent view on being a
board as possible.

TA RG ET 2

TARG E T 3

Second ballot

Third ballot

The second period of time focussed on a more
indepth side of our association. We dived deeper
into the policy we are running. We looked deeper
into why we are making certain decisions. We also
tried to get an idea of how the candidates view
the association as a whole and how they would
tackle certain problems. During this period the
candidates also wrote a formal application and
we held interviews based upon their applications.

In the last period we started diving deeper into
functions and the division of these functions.
It is important that the right people end up with
the right functions. Throughout the weeks we
got a better understanding of the candidates
preferences and capabilities. It was also in this
period that we asked the candidates to organize
events together to get a better view of what
their fellow candidates are like and how they
cooperate.
Once we chose the final candidates we started
guiding them towards their election. We
discussed their policy, started on a division of the
tasks of next year and started showing them all
the ins and outs of being a board.
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The Sixteenth board and Seventeenth candidate board.

FUTURE
Even though there have been many alterations on the way the kandi trajectory is set up. We believe there always is
room for improvement. As a board we tried to keep the trajectory as personal as possible. We evaluated the trajectory
we went through and discussed the ups and downs. We will stimulate the next board to keep the trajectory as
transparent as possible. Honesty should be a key element throughout the entire trajectory.
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